JUNIOR DANCE TO FEATURE TEXANS OF GORDIE BIRCH

Mary Williams, Popular Radio Jockey, to Sing

BIDS SELLING FAST

Arms of the Texas, a popular Chicago dance orchestra, have been made up of a nucleus of student musicians. The orchestra has been made up of various musicians and is composed of several bands.
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Junior Week

Junior Week this year promises to be one of the outstanding events of the year. Never before has so much work been expanded in the thinking and all that goes with it, the planning of events and activities. Success or failure of Junior Week now rests solely with you. Let us relieve the schedule of Junior Week with our own ideas. Monday evening your school invites you and your friends to the “Junior Week” which will further acquaint you with the Junior Week and to see the various ideas in Junior Week. The following Wednesday evening the Armour Military Club will present their annual concert. An unusually fine program will be offered. Don't forget the Inter-Fraternity Sing and the awarding of Military Clubs. Friday evening the grand finale of Junior Week will take place at the Amphitheater Trimble Field. The grand finale of Junior Week is on the social calendar of the school year. Junior Week will come to a close.

SPEECH TOUR

Profit by Experience by Herbert Kollman

In an article appearing in the newspapers recently, a prominent psychologist made the statement that, discounting the benefits derived from experience, a man between the ages of 20 and 30 is at his peak, both physically and mentally. If, therefore, a man between these ages can, to some extent, benefit from the experience of others or of his own, he will secure much more from existence. It is often this fatter, experience, which makes a man superior to his fellows, and because of its importance, greater stress should be placed on the increasing interest of these facts.

It is not an infrequent sight to observe a student making a mistaken mistake of a mistake and over again. Experience has shown that there are many people who suffer from his errors. Such a person is losing an exceeding valuable item of his education, the ability to profit from the mistakes of others. If he would think about what others have done before him, he would be blessed.

The above argument is applicable, although to a lesser extent, perhaps, with regard to profit. A student who has not committed certain mistakes, without a person makes his own mistakes, he will not profit by the experience of others. The person would make small progress if his benefits were not derived from others' faults.

It is obvious in the above description leads. A concentrated effort on the part of the student to make his experience, his mistakes, and not benefit himself, be not profit, but that also tend to aid civilization in general.

“Winning in the race” by the people of the world and their contributions to the world, will never be better until the student is willing to let others contribute to his education.
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"Suppose you tell me why you smoke Granger?"

WELL, it's like this. Back in the old days, when men wore working hats and frock coats, they had plenty of time to think things out, and they had sense, too. They used to sit down on the veranda, slip off their top hats, and take the time to whittle their tobacco from a pipe, to be sure of having a cool smoke.

In those days, a man named Wellman, right here in Quincy, Ill., made about the best tobacco you could get. He knew how to keep the flavor fine and mellow.

"Well, sir, the people who make this Granger Rough Cut acquired Mr. Wellman's method, and they must have known the old boys used to whittle their tobacco to make it smoke cool. Yes, sir, Granger is the real stuff. The samenowledgement and fine flavor that Wellman used to hand out to his friends, and it's whipped into big shaggy flakes all ready for the pipe. 'Rough Cut' they call it. That's enough to smoke cool is the best way I can describe it.

"Regardless of price, Granger is about the best pipe tobacco I ever smoked. That's why I smoke it, and that's why they call it America's Pipe Tobacco, sir."

Now we wanted to sell Granger for 10c. It was just a question of how to do it for the price. So we pack Granger in a sensible foil package instead of an expensive package, knowing that a man can't smoke the package. We give smokers this good

"Granger" tobacco in a common-sense package for 10c. Granger has not been on sale very long, but it has grown to be a popular brand. And there is much about it...
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TRACKMEN TAKE THIRD VICTORY OF OUTDOOR SEASON

Defeat George Williams College by 82-44
Score
SEASON NEARS CLOSE

On May 1st, the Rock visiting track team was defeated by four separate meets when they defeated George Williams College in a meet that featured Tech's third victory of the season.

Arthur Davis

Defeated George Williams

College by 82-44
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